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Dynamic critical behavior in superfluid systems is considered in a presence of external stirring and
advecting processes. The latter are generated by means of the Gaussian random velocity ensemble
with white-noise character in time variable and self-similar spatial dependence. The main focus
of this work is to analyze an effect of compressible modes on the critical behavior. The model is
formulated through stochastic Langevin equations, which are then recast into Janssen-De Dominicis
response formalism. Employing the field-theoretic perturbative renormalization group method we
analyze large-scale properties of the model. Explicit calculations are performed to the leading one-
loop approximation in the double (ε, y) expansion scheme, where ε is a deviation from the upper
critical dimension dc = 4 and y describes a scaling properties of the velocity ensemble. Altogether
five distinct universality classes are expected to be macroscopically observable. In contrast to the
incompressible case, we found that compressibility leads to an enhancement and stabilization of
non-trivial asymptotic regimes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scaling behavior and related concepts arguably provide
many fruitful views not only in theoretical physics [1, 2].
Though initially scaling came to prominence in the field
of high energy physics and critical phenomena, nowadays,
many of its applications can be found in such diverse
research areas as biology [3, 4], finance [5], population
dynamics [1, 6], epidemics spreading [7] and others.
Among the most studied systems in physics, exhibiting
scaling behavior, is superfluid phase transition in liquid
helium. In this paper we are concerned with a specific
aspect of critical dynamics in the vicinity of λ-point in
superfluid helium 4He. According to the seminal review
of Hohenberg-Halperin [8], critical properties of this sys-
tem should be captured by model E or F, respectively.
In more general model F, dynamics is captured by three
fields. Two of them, ψ and ψ† correspond to order pa-
rameter and stand for expectation values of microscopic
bosonic operators ψˆ and ψˆ†. Third field m describes tem-
perature fluctuations in a system. Interactions between
fields are determined from the generalized Poisson brack-
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ets, whose forms follow from physically motivated consid-
erations [1, 9]. Model E can be interpreted as a simplified
version of model F in which certain temperature depen-
dence has been neglected [9, 10] and physically different
variables are empoyed. However, in practical terms this
amounts to an appearance of a complex kinetic coeffi-
cient and an intermode cubic coupling term [9, 10]. Both
models E and F have been analyzed predominantly by
renormalization group (RG) methods [1, 9–11]. There
remains a long-standing issue [1, 9, 12–14] related to de-
termination, which fixed point of the RG flow actually
corresponds to a macroscopically observable regime in
experiments. This is not only an academic problem as en-
suing non-asymptotic effects hinder experimentally mea-
surable quantities. Possible solutions involve (i) search
for correct microscopic model for superfluidity [14, 15],
(ii) elaborating existing numerical results through multi-
loop calculations [16–19], or (iii) appropriate generaliza-
tions of models [13, 14].
In this work, we follow the third option (iii) by means
of inclusion into the model description external velocity
fluctuations. In this regard several generalization have al-
ready been proposed [13, 20, 21]. It has been shown that
incompressible hydrodynamic fluctuations contribute sig-
nificantly to the value of the ωw-index, which controls
stability of large-scale regimes [9, 17]. This index is re-
lated to a RG behavior of a ratio of two kinetic coeffi-
cients (in this paper corresponding ratio is related to a
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2parameter u introduced later in Sec. II).
However, the overall conclusions are by no means de-
cisive. Main problem we want to address in this paper
is to analyze a presence of solenoidal modes in velocity
fluctuations. In particular, we study what new effects in
comparison with the incompressible case can be expected
and to what extent is critical behavior affected.
Similarly to typical advective problems in fluid dynam-
ics [22–24] we incorporate velocity fluctuation field v by
substituting partial time derivative ∂t with a convective
derivative of the form ∂t + (v ·∇). From general con-
siderations [25], we expect that presence of external dis-
turbance, e.g. random impurities or turbulent mixing,
might lead to completely new types of critical behavior
with richer and more exotic properties [26–29].
To fully specify a theoretical setup let us briefly de-
scribe the employed model for velocity fluctuations. We
assume that velocity v = v(t,x) is a random stochas-
tic Gaussian variable with prescribed statistical proper-
ties [24, 30]. In the original formulation [31], the velocity
field was further taken to be isotropic, incompressible and
decorrelated in a time variable. Without loss of general-
ity, we can set the mean value 〈v〉 = 0 and take the pair
velocity function in the following form
〈vivj〉 ∝ δ(t− t′)k−d−yTij , (1)
where k is the wave number, 0 < y < 2 is a free pa-
rameter with the realistic (Kolmogorov) value y = 4/3, d
is a space dimension, and tensor Tij carries information
about vectorial character of velocity modes. This model
attracted a lot of interest in the past mainly because of in-
sights it offers into the origin of intermittency and anoma-
lous scaling in the fully developed turbulence [24, 30].
Naively, basic premises of such models might be per-
ceived as too crude and unrealistic. Nevertheless, im-
portant effects of parity breaking, anisotropy, or com-
pressibility are easily taken into account [30, 32–35]. It
turns out that then the phenomenon of intermittency is
even more pronounced than in genuine turbulent flow.
The recent studies have also pointed out some significant
differences between the zero and finite correlation time
problems [34, 36, 37] and between the compressible and
incompressible cases [38, 39].
Let us point out a crucial difference between critical
dynamical models and the model considered in this work.
The basic assumption of the former models is a presence
of ambient thermal fluctuations. Coupling with thermal
bath provides necessary means by which a critical steady
state can be maintained. Deviations from thermal equi-
librium are considered small that results into variety of
relations between different physical quantities [11]. A
well-known example is the fluctuation-dissipation theo-
rem, which relates two-point correlation function to sus-
ceptibility [1, 10]. On the other hand, inclusion of exter-
nal velocity fluctuations effectively drives the critical sys-
tem away from the thermal equilibrium and leads to an
effectively non-equilibrium system. Hence, relations like
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem cease to hold, and as
a consequence, a theoretical analysis becomes more in-
volved.
In relation to this paper, there was recently put
forward an intriguing approach to a similar problem.
In contrast to the standard approach to critical sys-
tems, in which dynamical models are constructed us-
ing generalized Poisson brackets or symmetry consid-
erations [9], particular microscopic approach was sug-
gested [14, 40, 41]. The authors have analyzed various
aspects of phase transitions in superfluids were analyzed
by means of a non-trivial technique of non-equilibrium
Green functions [42]. In particular, an implicit assump-
tion common to many critical models related to incom-
pressibility of underlying fluid [43] was put in a question.
Relaxing this condition with allowance of compressible
modes results into an effective model fully equivalent to
model A of critical dynamics [8]. This result seems pe-
culiar as model A is conceivably the simplest dynami-
cal extension of well-known ϕ4 model [10, 44]. For one-
component order parameter takes simple form
SA = −
∫
ddx
(
1
2
(∇ϕ)2 + τ
2
ϕ2 +
g
4!
ϕ4
)
, (2)
also known in the literature as Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson
action functional [1, 10, 44]. As experiments are still
lacking in this direction, suggested models are still wait-
ing for a decisive affirmation of their relevance for critical
dynamics.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we give a
formulation of the problem by means of Langevin equa-
tions. These are then rewritten into the field-theoretic
model using Janssen-De Dominicis formalism. The re-
sulting action is amenable to the field-theoretic renor-
malization group analysis, which is carried out in Sec. III.
Sec. IV is devoted to a detailed analysis of fixed points’
structure, and Sec. V is reserved for a calculation of ex-
perimentally relevant critical exponents. Concluding re-
marks are summarized in Sec. VI. Supplementary sec-
tions A, B and C contain technical details about diver-
gent parts of Feynman diagrams, lengthy expressions of
RG functions and coordinates of fixed points.
II. FIELD-THEORETICAL FORMULATION
Using the standard terminology proposed in [8], model
E of critical dynamics is described by the non-conserved
two-component order parameter composed of two (com-
plex) conjugated fields ψ(t,x) and ψ†(t,x), and a con-
served scalar field m(t,x). The former can be viewed
as macroscopic averages of the Bose-particle field oper-
ators, whereas the latter field m(t,x) is a certain lin-
ear combination of energy and mass density [10] (or a
normal component of the magnetization in antiferromag-
netic materials). Time evolution of the fields is governed
[1, 9, 10] by the following set of equations
∂tψ = λ0
δSst
δψ†
+ iλ0g30ψ
δSst
δm
+ fψ, (3)
3∂tψ
† = λ0
δSst
δψ
− iλ0g30ψ† δSst
δm
+ fψ† , (4)
∂tm = −λ0u0∇2
(
δSst
δm
)
+ iλ0g30
(
ψ†
δSst
δψ†
− ψδSst
δψ
)
+ fm, (5)
where ∇2 = ∑di=1 ∂2/∂xi∂xi is Laplace operator in d-
dimensional space, ∂t = ∂/∂t is time derivative, λ0 is
a kinetic coefficient related to diffusive modes. Let us
note that when necessary, we write space dimension d
explicitly. This is due to a later use of the RG approach.
In contrast to action (2) now the static action functional
Sst is given by the following form in the critical region
Sst =
∫
ddx
(
ψ†∇2ψ − 1
2
m2 +mh0 − 1
6
g10(ψ
†ψ)2
)
,
(6)
and substitution ϕ(x)→ ϕ(t,x) is implicitly assumed in
Eq. (3)-(5) in terms stemming from variational deriva-
tives for any member from the set ϕ ∈ {ψ,ψ†,m}. Pa-
rameters g10 and g30 play a role of coupling constants of
the theory [1, 10]. Random forces fψ, fψ† and fm are as-
sumed to be Gaussian random variables with zero means
and correlators Dψ, Dψ† and Dm with the white noise
character in a time variable. In the time-momentum rep-
resentation they are given by the following formulas
Dψ†(p, t, t
′) = Dψ(p, t, t′) = λ0δ(t− t′), (7)
Dm(p, t, t
′) = λ0u0p2δ(t− t′). (8)
Parameter u0 is dimensionless and has been introduced
for future convenience. Here and below, the bare (un-
renormalized) parameters in the renormalization group
sense are denoted with the subscript ”0”. The normal-
ization in relations (7)-(8) has been chosen in such a way
that the steady-state equal-time correlation functions of
the stochastic problem are calculable exactly with the
Boltzmann factor exp(Sst). The stochastic problem (3-
5), (7), and (8) can be concisely reformulated by means
of De Dominicis-Janssen functional formalism [45, 46].
Ensuing field-theoretic action of model E [1, 9, 10] then
directly follows
SE = 2λ0ψ†′ψ′ − λ0u0m′∇2m′ + ψ†′{−∂tψ + λ0[∇2ψ
− g10(ψ†ψ)ψ/3] + iλ0g30ψ[−m+ h]}+ H. c.
+m′{−∂tm− λ0u0∇2[−m+ h]
+ iλ0g30[ψ
†∇2ψ − ψ∇2ψ†]}. (9)
Abbreviation H. c. stands for a Hermitian conjugate part
of the action with respect to the ψ-field. In action (9)
we have employed a condensed notation, in which in-
tegrals over space-time are implicitly included. For in-
stance, the second term in (9) is an abbreviated form of
the expression m′∂2m′ =
∫
dt
∫
ddx m′(t,x)∇2m′(t,x).
Prime fields ψ′ and ψ†′ correspond to auxiliary Martin-
Siggia-Rose response fields [47]. A functional formu-
lation effectively means that the statistical averages of
the random quantities in the original stochastic prob-
lem (3-5) can be represented by functional integrals over
the full set of fields with the weight functional exp(SE).
In quantum-field-theory terminology various correlation
functions then correspond to Green functions of the field
theoretic model with action (9). Such formulation is es-
pecially convenient for the further use of field-theoretical
methods such as Feynman diagrammatic technique and
perturbative renormalization group, which provide main
theoretical tools in this work.
The next step consists in an introduction of the veloc-
ity fluctuations into a theoretical model. According to a
standard approach [23, 30, 43] it is sufficient to replace
the partial time derivative ∂t by the Lagrangian deriva-
tive ∂t + (v ·∇). However, in presence of compressibility
this is not sufficient [48], and the following substitutions
are necessary
∂tψ → ∂tψ + (v ·∇)ψ + a10ψ(∇ · v), (10)
∂tm→ ∂tm+ (v ·∇)m+ a20m(∇ · v). (11)
Without inclusion of terms proportional to parameters
a10 and a20 the model ceases to be multiplicatively renor-
malizable.
In this work we employ the Kraichnan rapid-change
model [30, 31, 39] with compressibility of the fluid taken
into account. Accordingly, the velocity field v is assumed
to be a random Gaussian variable with prescribed statis-
tical properties. By a proper substitution we can always
achieve that 〈v〉 = 0. Due to the Gaussian character
of v the only needed information lies in a specification
of the two-point correlation function, which assumes the
following form
〈vi(t,x)vj(t′,x′)〉 = δ(t− t′)Dij(x− x′), (12)
where Dirac delta function ensures the Galilean invari-
ance of model [23]. Due to the translational invariance
of the flow it is convenient [30] to specify the kernel func-
tion Dij in Eq. (12) in the Fourier representation
Dij(r) = D0
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
θ(k − lv)
kd+y
[Pij(k) + αQij(k)]e
ik·r,
(13)
where Pij(k) = δij − kikj/k2 and Qij(k) = kikj/k2
are the transverse and the longitudinal projector, respec-
tively. Further, k = |k| is the wave number, D0 > 0 is
an amplitude factor and α ≥ 0 is an arbitrary parameter,
which might be interpreted as a degree of compressibility
in the system [34, 49]. Heaviside function θ(x) ensures
infrared (IR) cutoff of the theory that does not violate
Galilean invariance. Momentum IR scale lv is related to
the external scale of velocity fluctuations L crudely as
lv ∼ 1/L, but precise form is unimportant for the later
discussion.
The case α = 0 corresponds to the incompressible fluid
(∇ · v = 0), whereas α > 0 describes a deviation from
the incompressibility. After a proper rescaling, the limit
α→∞ at fixed αD0 yields purely potential velocity field.
4The exponent 0 < y < 2 is a free parameter that might
be interpreted as the Ho¨lder exponent, which expresses a
roughness of the velocity field. The Kolmogorov regime
corresponds to the value y = 4/3, whereas the Batchelor
limit (smooth velocity) is obtained in the limit y → 2.
The action functional describing statistics of the veloc-
ity field v is simply given by a quadratic form
Svel = −1
2
viD
−1
ij vj , (14)
where D−1ij is the kernel of the inverse linear operator in
Eq. (13). This yields a propagator ∆vv, which in the time
- momentum representation takes the following form
∆vv(t,k) = w0λ0δ(t)
Pij(k) + αQij(k)
kd+y
. (15)
For convenience, the factor D0 from the kernel (13) has
been expressed in the following way D0 = w0λ0, so that
that RG constants might depend only on w0.
To summarize, the total dynamic functional for model
E with an inclusion of external velocity fluctuations is
given by a sum of expressions (9) and (14), i.e.,
S = SE + Svel. (16)
Model (16) is amenable to the standard Feynman di-
agrammatic technique, which is based on the graphical
interpretation of linear (solvable) part of the action and
non-linear terms therein [1, 10]. In graphical means in-
teraction terms are represented by vertices, which are
connected by lines. The latter correspond to propaga-
tors of the free theory, which are given by the quadratic
part of the action. Propagators are conveniently given in
the frequency-momentum representation
∆mm =
2λ0u0k
2
ω2 + λ20u
2
0k
4
θ(k − lm), (17)
∆mm′ =
1
−iω + λ0u0k2 , (18)
∆ψ′ψ† = ∆ψ†′ψ =
1
iω + λ0k2
, (19)
∆ψψ†′ = ∆ψ†ψ′ =
1
−iω + λ0k2 , (20)
∆ψψ† = ∆ψ†ψ =
2λ0
ω2 + λ20k
4
θ(k − lψ), (21)
where lm and lψ are IR cutoff scales for fields m and ψ.
For practical reasons we assume
lv = lm = lψ ≡ l (22)
in actual evaluations of Feynman diagrams. This choice
can be adopted as univesal quantities do not depend on
a particular choice of IR regularization [10, 44].
With every interaction vertex, the algebraic factor
VN (x1, . . . , xN ;ϕ) =
δNS[ϕ]
δϕ(x1) . . . δϕ(xN )
ψ ψ† ψ†
′
ψ ψ
′
ψ†
m m m
′ m v v
FIG. 1: A graphical representation of the free part of
the action (16) that corresponds to lines in the
Feynman diagrammatic technique.
is associated [10], and ϕ is any field of the theory, i.e.
ϕ ∈ Φ, where
Φ = {ψ,ψ′, ψ†, ψ†′ ,m,m′, v}. (23)
Here, we readily find three vertex factors Vψ†′ψ†ψψ,
Vψ†′ψm, Vm′ψ†ψ plus their complex conjugates. Their
explicit form can be easily inferred from action (9) and
in the frequency-momentum representation, it explicitly
reads
Vψ†′ψ†ψψ = −
2g10λ0
3
, (24)
Vψ†′ψm = −λ0g30, (25)
Vm′ψ†(k)ψ(q) = iλ0g30[k
2 − q2]. (26)
The last vertex factor displays a nontrivial dependence
on inflowing momenta of fields ψ† and ψ.
In addition, set of propagators (17)-(19) has to be
supplemented with the velocity propagator ∆vv defined
through the relations (12) and (13), respectively. Novel
interaction vertices arise from the convective terms (10)-
(11) as well. Their vertex factors are
Vψ†′ψ(k)vi(q) = Vψ′ψ†(k)vi(q) = iki + ia10qi, (27)
Vm′m(k)vi(q) = iki + ia20qi. (28)
Let us recall that the parameter y is not related to the
spatial dimension and can be varied independently. For
the RG analysis of the full-scale problem it is impor-
tant that all the interactions become logarithmic simul-
taneously. Otherwise, one of them would be IR irrele-
vant with respect to the other and it should be discarded
[10, 44]. As a result, some of the scaling regimes of the
full model would be lost. Instead of the ordinary ε ex-
pansion in the single-charge models, the coordinates of
the fixed points, critical dimensions and other quantities
are now calculable in double expansion scheme (ε, y).
The perturbation theory of the model is amenable to
the standard Feynman diagrammatic expansion [10, 44,
50]. A starting point of the perturbation theory is a
free part of the action (16). By graphical means, it is
represented as lines in the Feynman diagrams, whereas
the non-linear terms in (16) correspond to vertices con-
nected by the lines. The bare propagators are graphically
depicted in Fig. 1, and interaction vertices in Fig. 2.
III. RENORMALIZATION GROUP ANALYSIS
A standard goal in statistical physics lies in determina-
tion of macroscopic (large-scale) behavior of the system.
5ψ†
ψ
′
ψ†
ψ
=
ψ†
′
ψ
ψ†
ψ
= 2
3
λ0g10
ψ†
′
m
ψ
= −iλ0g30, ψ′
m
ψ†
= iλ0g30
m′
ψ(q)
ψ†(p)
= iλ0g50(p
2 − q2), m′
vi(q)
m(p)
= −i(pi + a20qi)
ψ
′
vi(q)
ψ†(p)
= −i(pi + a10qi), ψ†′
vi(q)
ψ(p)
= −i(pi + a10qi)
FIG. 2: A graphical representation of the nonlinear part
of the action (16) that corresponds to interaction
vertices in the Feynman diagrammatic technique.
The RG procedure allows to exploit scale invariance at
the critical point and an elimination of UV divergences
yields an information about the IR behavior [10, 44].
There are different prescriptions for the renormalization
procedure.
In contrast to the usual situations in critical models,
here we deal with a model exhibiting two small parame-
ters ε and y. Similarly, it occured in various context in
the past [51–53]. Due to presence of two formally small
expansion parameters, the RG approach differs some-
what from an usual formalism. First, we assume that
the model is regularized by means of an analytic regu-
larization augmented with a dimensional regularization.
As has been elucidated [54, 55] mostly used MS scheme
suffers from potential deficiencies and is thus not sat-
isfactory from a theoretical point of view. Instead, for
calculations of RG constants, we choose a normalization
point scheme. Because we restrict ourselves here to the
leading one-loop approximation, only two types of UV
singularities arise: we find either a pole of type 1/ε or
1/y, respectively. Such simple structure pertains only to
the lowest orders in a perturbation scheme. In higher
loop-approximations, poles in the form of general linear
combinations in ε and y are expected to arise. Moreover,
non-trivial issues related to vector character of fields are
expected [56].
A. Canonical dimensions
A starting point of the RG approach is an analysis of
canonical dimensions. Dynamical models of type (9), in
contrast to static models, demonstrate two-scale behav-
ior. This accounts for an assignment of two indepen-
dent (momentum and frequency) canonical dimensions
to each quantity F (a field or a parameter in the action
functional). Further, since we work with the transla-
tionally invariant theory it is sufficient to analyze only
one-particle-irreducible (1PI) functions of the model.
The momentum dimension dkF and the frequency di-
mension dωF are determined from the standard normal-
ization conditions
dkk = −dkx = 1, dkω = dkt = 0,
dωk = d
ω
x = 0, d
ω
ω = −dωt = 1, (29)
and from the requirement that each term in the action
functional has to be a dimensionless quantity [10, 44].
Then, based on dkF and d
ω
F one can introduce a total
canonical dimension dF = d
k
F + 2d
ω
F , (in the free theory
time derivative ∂t should scale in the same way as Laplace
operator ∂2). The dimensions of all quantities appear-
Q p, 1/x ω, 1/t ψ, ψ† ψ′, ψ†
′
m,m′, h v
dpQ 1 0
d
2
− 1 d
2
+ 1 d
2
−1
dωQ 0 1 0 0 0 1
dQ 1 2
d
2
− 1 d
2
+ 1 d
2
1
Q λ0 u0 g10 g30, g50 w0 a10, a20, α
dpQ −2 0 ε ε2 y 0
dωQ 1 0 0 0 0 0
dF 0 0 ε
ε
2
y 0
TABLE I: Canonical dimensions of the fields and
parameters for model E with activated hydrodynamic
modes defined by action (16).
ing in action functional S are summarized in Tab. I. It
follows that the model is logarithmic (the coupling con-
stants become dimensionless) when 4− d = 0(ε = 0) and
y = 0. The total canonical dimension of an arbitrary 1PI
function [10] is given by the relation
dΓ = d+ 2−
∑
ϕ∈Φ
Nϕdϕ, (30)
where the sum runs over a set of all fields Φ (defined
in (23)) appearing in a given 1PI function Γ. The to-
tal dimension dΓ is a formal index of the UV divergence.
Due to the compressibility, the derivative ∂ on the exter-
nal line m′ in graphs of the 1-irreducible functions can
not be singled out. It follows that the formal and real
6UV exponent are the same dΓ = δΓ. Superficial UV di-
vergences, whose removal requires counterterms, can be
present only in those functions Γ for which dΓ is a non-
negative integer [10]. It is easy to verify that all needed
counterterms have a form of various terms already con-
tained in action (9). By inspection of the graphs we
observe that all nontrivial diagrams in the term m′∂tm
vanish. In [20] it has been demonstrated that the link-
age to critical statics is violated due to the inclusion of
the velocity field, but the multiplicative renormalization
can be recovered by considering a new charge associated
with the interaction term m′(ψ†∇2ψ − ψ∇2ψ†). More
precisely, instead of writing this term with the charge g3
(see Eq. (5.149) in Chapter 5.20 in [10]), it has to be
given as follows
g5m
′(ψ†∇2ψ − ψ∇2ψ†), (31)
where in general a new charge g5 does not coincide with
the charge g3, i.e. g5 6= g3. In summary, the field-
theoretic renormalized action for model E with veloc-
ity fluctuations in condensed notation takes the following
form
SR = 2Z1λψ†′ψ′ − Z2λum′∂2m′ − 1
2
vD−1v
+ ψ†
′{−Z3∇tψ − Z4a1(∇ · v)ψ + λ[Z5∂2ψ
− Z6g1µε(ψ†ψ)ψ/3] + Z7iλg3µε/2ψ[−m+ h]}+ H. c.
+m′{−Z8∇tm− Z9a2(∇ · v)m− λu∂2[−Z10m
+ h] + iλg5µ
ε/2Z11[ψ
†∂2ψ − ψ∂2ψ†]}, (32)
where λ, u, g1, g3, g5, a1, a2 are renormalized analogs of
the bare parameters (written with the subscript ”0”),
Zi, i = 1, . . . , 11 are renormalization constants and µ is
the renormalization mass [10, 44]. A full specification of
employed normalization conditions reads
Γψ+′ψ′ |∗ = 2λ, (33)
∂Γm′m′
∂k2
∣∣∣∣
∗
= λu, (34)
∂Γψ+′ψ
∂(iΩ)
∣∣∣∣
∗
= − 1
λ
∂Γψ+′ψ
∂k2
∣∣∣∣
∗
= 1, (35)
∂Γm′m
∂(iΩ)
∣∣∣∣
∗
= − 1
λu
∂Γm′m
∂k2
∣∣∣∣
∗
= 1, (36)
Γψ+′ψm|∗ = −iλg3, (37)
∂Γm′ψ+(p)ψ(q)
∂p2
∣∣∣∣
∗
= −∂Γm′ψ+(p)ψ(q)
∂q2
∣∣∣∣
∗
= iλg5, (38)
Γψ+′ψ+ψψ|∗ = −
3λg1
2
, (39)
∂Γψ+′ψ(p)vj(q)
∂pj
∣∣∣∣
∗
=
1
a1
∂Γψ+′ψ(p)vj(q)
∂qj
∣∣∣∣
∗
= −i, (40)
∂Γm′m(p)vj(q)
∂pj
∣∣∣∣
∗
=
1
a2
∂Γm′m(p)vj(q)
∂qj
∣∣∣∣
∗
= −i. (41)
For convenience, we have introduced ∗ coordinates spec-
ified as follows
Ωi = 0, ki = 0, µ = l, (42)
where index i enumerates independent external frequency
or momenta entering given the 1PI function and the IR
scale l was introduced in Eq. (22).
The unrenormalized S and the renormalized action
functional SR are related by the standard formula
SR(Φ) = S(ZΦΦ).
Direct conseuqence of this formula are multiplicative re-
lations for the fields ZΦΦ = {Zϕϕ : ϕ ∈ Φ}, and param-
eters [10, 44]
λ0 = λZλ, u0 = uZu, g10 = g1µ
εZg1 ,
a10 = a1Za1 , a20 = a2Za2 , w0 = wµ
yZw,
g30 = g3µ
ε/2Zg3 , g50 = g5µ
ε/2Zg5 . (43)
Since the term Svel(v) given by (14) is non-local in the
spatial variable, we know that according to general rules
of the RG technique [10] it should not be renormalized.
The parameter α is not renormalized at all, i.e. α0 = α,
and serves as a free parameter of the theory. Due to the
Galilean symmetry ensured by the presence of δ-function
in correlator (12), both terms in the Lagrangian deriva-
tive ∇t are renormalized with the same renormalization
constants. In addition, the quadratic term vD−1v/2 in
the action (32) is not renormalized because of a passive
nature of the advecting fields. As a direct consequence
the velocity field v is not renormalized and two relations
follow
ZwZλ = 1, Zα = Zv = 1. (44)
In the leading one-loop approximation, the 1-
irreducible two-point Green functions take the form
Γψ+′ψ′ = 2λZ1 + + , (45)
Γm′m′ = λuk
2Z2 + + , (46)
Γψ+′ψ = iΩZ3 − λk2Z5 +
+ + , (47)
Γm′m = iΩZ8 − λuk2Z10 +
+ + . (48)
Let us note that due to the structure of the vertex factors
the relation Zm′Zm = 1 is fulfilled.
Further, the 1-irreducible Green functions accounting
for non-linearities can be graphically represented as fol-
lows
Γψ+′ψm = −iλg3µε/2Z7 + +
7+ + +
+ + + ,
(49)
Γm′ψ+(p)ψ(q) = iλg5µ
ε/2(p2 − q2)Z11 +
+ + +
+ + +
+ , (50)
Γψ+′ψ+ψψ = −
2
3
λg1µ
εZ6 + +
+ + +
+ + +
+ + +
+ + +
+ + +
+ + +
+ + +
+ + +
+ + +
+ , (51)
Γψ+′ψ(p)vj(q) = −ipjZ3 − ia1qjZ4 +
+ + +
+ + +
+ + , (52)
Γm′m(p)vj(q) = −ipjZ8 − ia2qjZ9 +
+ + +
+ + + .
(53)
A major reduction of divergent diagrams comes from
two observations. First, according to general rules of crit-
ical dynamics [10] any Feynman graph constructed solely
from retarded propagators does not possess UV diver-
gence. Second, a structure of interaction vertices allows,
in some cases, to pull out momentum dependence and
thus reduce the effective dimension of internal momen-
tum integration. This then also leads to UV convergence
8of the corresponding Feynman diagram.
A calculation in the employed RG scheme proceeds
in a standard fashion and we have summarized all the
results in Appendix A. Note that prefactors contain ex-
plicit d-dependence stemming from vector and tensorial
character of interactions.
Technical difficulties related to the chosen IR cutoff
were circumvented by a proper extraction of external mo-
mentum from a given diagram. Once correct frequency
or momentum dependence was pulled out of a diagram,
it was permissible to set all external frequencies and mo-
menta inside integral to zero. This greatly simplifies cal-
culations of divergent parts of Feynman diagrams. How-
ever, we expect this to be much more cumbersome in two-
and higher-loop approximations.
B. RG functions
RG invariance [10, 44] can be conveniently expressed
by the differential equation DµΓ = 0, where the differen-
tiation with respect to renormalization mass µ in the op-
eratorDµ = µ∂µ is performed at fixed values of (bare) un-
renormalized variables. For the 1PI renormalized Green
function, it can be rewritten as [DRG−nΦγΦ]ΓR(µ, . . . ) =
0, where nΦ is the number of fields of a given renormal-
ized 1PI Green function. The operator DRG stands for
Dµ in terms of the renormalized variables
DRG ≡ µ ∂
∂µ
∣∣∣∣
0
= µ
∂
∂µ
+
∑
gi∈g
βgi
∂
∂gi
− γλλ ∂
∂λ
, (54)
where the summation runs over all charges of the theory.
For convenience we have introduced compact notation
g ≡ {g1, g3, g5, u, w, a1, a2}. (55)
The differentiation in (54) at fixed values of the bare
parameters is indicated explicitly by the subscript ”0”.
The beta functions βgi and anomalous dimensions γF
of the mode are defined by the logarithmic derivatives
[10, 44]
βi =
∂gi
∂ lnµ
∣∣∣∣
0
, γF =
∂ lnZF
∂ lnµ
∣∣∣∣
0
. (56)
straightforward application of these definitions onto the
relations (43) yields
βg1 = g1(−ε− γg1), βg3 = g3
(
−ε
2
− γg3
)
, (57)
βg5 = g5
(
−ε
2
− γg5
)
, βw = w(−y − γw), (58)
βa1 = −a1γa1 , βa2 = −a2γa2 , (59)
βu = −uγu, βα = −αγα. (60)
In particular, the βα function identically vanishes due to
the aforementioned constraint Zα = 1. To obtain the
remaining renormalization constants in the MS scheme,
the UV-divergent terms (poles in ε and y in our case)
have to be extracted from the loop expansion of the
corresponding 1PI functions. Renormalization constants
Zi, i = 1, . . . , 11 are related to the renormalization con-
stants of the parameters and fields by means of relations
Zλ = Z
−1
w =
Z5
Z3
, Zu =
Z10Z3
Z5Z8
, (61)
Zg5 =
Z11Z1
Z25
(
Z10
Z2Z8
)1/2
, Zg1 =
Z6Z1
Z25Z3
, (62)
Zg3 =
Z7
Z5
(
Z2
Z10Z8
)1/2
, Za1 =
Z4
Z3
, (63)
Zψ′ =
(
Z1Z3
Z5
)1/2
, Zψ =
(
Z3Z5
Z1
)1/2
, (64)
Zm =
(
Z10Z8
Z2
)1/2
, Za2 =
Z9
Z8
, (65)
Zm′ =
(
Z2Z8
Z10
)1/2
, (66)
(67)
where we have used two additional relations [10] for fields
renormalization
Zψ′ = Zψ†′ , Zψ† = Zψ. (68)
From the second relation in (56) anomalous dimensions
γF can be directly obtained from the renormalization
constants (61)-(65). A special feature of the one-loop ap-
proximation is the fact that to this order we have found
Z8 = Z9 = 1. (69)
Substituting (69) in (65) leads to
Za2 = 1. (70)
Hence, parameter a2 can be also regarded as a free pa-
rameter of the model to the order of perturbation theory.
IV. SCALING REGIMES AND THE
FIXED-POINT STRUCTURE
From an experimental point of view, most relevant
for statistical physics is the IR-asymptotic behavior,
i.e. behavior of Green functions at small frequencies
ω → 0 and momenta k → 0. This is related to
large-scale macroscopic regimes of a given renormaliz-
able field theoretic model, which are associated with IR
attractive fixed points of the corresponding RG equa-
tions [10, 44]. A fixed point (FP) is defined as such point
g∗ ≡ {g∗1 , g∗3 , g∗5 , u∗, a∗1, a∗2, w∗} for which all β functions
simultaneously vanish, i.e.
βgi(g
∗) = 0, (71)
where gi is any member of the set g defined in Eq. (55).
The IR stability of a given fixed point is determined by
9the matrix of first derivatives of β functions
Ωij =
∂βi
∂gj
∣∣∣∣
g∗
. (72)
Coordinates of fixed points do not possess a direct phys-
ical information, because they depend on the chosen
renormalization scheme [10, 44]. However, in pertur-
bation theory universal quantities and number of fixed
points actually depend on the chosen RG scheme [55]. In
order to proceed in actual calculations, we have expanded
prefactors containing d-parameter in Feynman diagrams
by d = 4 − ε (see Appendix A for details). Though not
correct in higher loop calculations, in the one-loop ap-
proximation this can be regarded as an adequate opera-
tion.
For completeness, we list all found fixed points in Ap-
pendix C.
For IR attractive fixed points all real parts of eigen-
values of matrix (72) are positive. Moreover, physical
conditions u∗ > 0 and w∗ > 0 have to be fulfilled, which
is due to their appearance in free pair correlation func-
tions (see Eq. (17) and Eq. (15)).
A thorough analysis of beta functions has revealed that
there are several possible regimes in case without thermal
fluctuations, i.e., regimes with a fixed point coordinate
g∗3 = 0. It is worth mentioning that for a purely trans-
verse velocity field (α = 0) the terms containing a10, a20
in (10)-(11) and all subsequent expressions vanish, and
such parameters disappear from the model.
An actual analysis proved to be rather cumbersome
and not very illuminating. The main technical prob-
lems were related to an appearance of parameters a1, a2
brought about by compressibility of velocity field in ac-
tion (32). Moreover, compressibility parameter α is
free from any restriction and can attain any positive
value [34]. Thus when possible, we therefore try to
present our findings by graphical means. Technical de-
tails can be found in the Appendices.
Altogether eight fixed points have been found. How-
ever, only some of them are IR stable. A trivial Gaussian-
like fixed point FP1 is IR-stable in the region restricted
by inequalities
ε < 0, y < 0. (73)
FP1 corresponds to a free model, for which all inter-
actions are irrelevant and is stable above upper critical
space dimension d > dc = 4 . The corresponding critical
exponents attain their mean-field values.
The fixed points FP2, FP3 and FP4 are unstable be-
cause the corresponding eigenvalues of the Ω matrix (72)
(see Tab. V) always contain one positive and one negative
eigenvalue for any value of exponent ε.
For FP5 fixed points’ values of charges g1, g3 and g5
vanish identically. The nonzero coordinates w and u hint
at IR relevance of the turbulent advection. This regime
corresponds to a well-known passive advection problem
[24, 34]. We recall that parameters α, a1 and a2 should be
regarded as free parameters and stability regions might
exhibit a non-trivial dependence on them. This point
is IR-stable in the region restricted effectively by two
inequalities. First one is simply the condition y > 0 and
the second restriction is given by one of the following
inequalities,
[3− α(3a21 − 3a1 + 1)]y > ε
3 + α
4
, (74)
[3− α(8a21 − 4a1 + 1)]y > ε
3 + α
2
, (75)
[3− α(4a1a2 − 1)]y > ε3 + α
2
. (76)
Which one of them will be imposed depends on the value
of free parameters α, a1 and a2. The corresponding in-
equality for arbitrary value of parameters can be found in
Tab. II. Parameter values corresponding to the endpoints
in Tab. II lead to inequalities of the same form. A thor-
ough analysis of FP5 reveals some interesting features.
Increasing one of the free parameters with two remain-
ing parameters fixed, boundaries of stability region shift.
From a technical point of view, this is caused by a form of
the left hand side of inequalities (74)-(76). For instance,
we choose a1 = 1/4 and a2 from the interval
(
0, 32
)
. Then,
whenever the compressibility parameter α attains a value
smaller than α∗ = 8, the region of stability (Fig. 3b, 4,
5a) is restricted by inequality (75). On the other hand,
for α larger than α∗, restrictions comes from inequality
(74). For a special case α∗ = 8, the inequalities (74) and
(75) are actually of the same form (Fig. 5b). For α = 6
the inequality (75) takes a simple form of ε < 0. With an
increasing value of α, the boundary of FP5 rotates in the
counterclockwise direction, and in the purely potential
limit α→∞ it approaches the ray y = − 47ε. Let us note
that in a one-loop approximation boundaries of stability
regions between different fixed points are often given by
straight lines. In a higher-loop calculations overlapping
regions might appear.
a1 α a2 Ineq.(
0,
√
3−1
2
)
(0, α∗)
(
0,
4a21−2a1+1
2a1
)
(75)(
0,
√
3−1
2
)
(0, α∗)
(
4a21−2a1+1
2a1
,∞
)
(76)(
0,
√
3−1
2
)
(α∗,∞)
(
0,
3α(2a21−2a1+1)−3
4a1α
)
(74)(
0,
√
3−1
2
)
(α∗,∞)
(
3α(2a21−2a1+1)−3
4a1α
,∞
)
(76)(√
3−1
2
,∞
)
(0,∞)
(
0,
4a21−2a1+1
2a1
)
(75)(√
3−1
2
,∞
)
(0,∞)
(
4a21−2a1+1
2a1
,∞
)
(76)
TABLE II: Intervals of free parameters a1, α, a2 with
the corresponding inequality restricting the stability
region of FP5. Here, α∗ stands for the expression
3/(1− 2a1 − 2a21) .
The remaining three regimes FP6, FP7, and FP8 are
possible candidates for new regimes, since for them both
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velocity and self-interactions of model E are IR relevant.
Fixed points FP5 and FP6 differ only in IR-relevance
of the self-interaction term m′(ψ†∂2ψ − ψ∂2ψ†), which
is irrelevant for the former and relevant for the latter.
Similarly to the previous case of FP5, the stability region
of FP6 is affected by values of free parameters a1, a2 and
α. However, FP6 is realizable only for certain intervals,
which can be summarized as follows
a1 ∈
(
0,
√
3− 1
2
)
,
α ∈
(
3
1− 2a1 − 2a21
,∞
)
, (77)
a2 ∈
(
0,
3(α− 1)
4a1α
+
3(a1 − 1)
2
)
.
The necessary condition for FP6 being stable is y > 0.
Further, it is restricted by the inverse inequality (74) as
can be easily seen in Tab. V. The second restriction de-
pends on the choice of the parameter a2. If the value
of a2 is smaller than the value a2b = (3 + α)/(4a1α) +
(5a1−1)/2, the second boundary is given by the inequal-
ity (75). For a2 > a2b, the boundary is given by the
following inequality
[9− α(1− 6a1 + 6a21 + 4a1a2)]y > ε(3 + α). (78)
The overall analysis of FP6 can be divided into two cases,
whereby each of them corresponds to a different interval
of parameters. The situation is qualitatively the same for
a1 > 1/5 as in previous case of FP5. For a1 < 1/5 the
region of stability lies in the first quadrant of (ε, y)-plane
(see Fig. 6b).
For illustration purposes, the regions of IR stability in
the (ε, y)-plane are depicted in Fig. 6. The regime FP6
is stable for the choice a1 = 1/4, α > 8 and the border is
specified by (75) up to a2 = 9/8 + 3/α, Fig. (6a). With
an increasing value of a2, the restriction changes to (78)
and the stability region shrinks down into a boundary
line for a2 = 15/8− 3/α. Beyond the value a2 = 1 + 3/α
the border of FP5 is specified by the inequality (76) and
in the (ε, y)-plane a void region appears between regimes
FP5 and FP6.
For the remaining two fixed points FP7 and FP8, the
fixed points’ coordinate of charge g3 is zero. From the
results in Appendix C it can be readily noticed that the
main difference between regimes FP5 and FP7 lies in the
IR relevance of the quartic interaction terms (propor-
tional to the charge g1). In addition, the coordinate a1
attains a definite value 1/4 for the point FP7, whereas
for FP5 it is not fixed.
In contrast to a previously studied case, the stability
analysis of FP7 is less involved. First, one can show that
free parameters α and a2 have to belong to the following
intervals
α ∈ (0, 8) , a2 ∈
(
0,
3
2
)
. (79)
Further, parameter y has to be strictly positive and fur-
ther restrictions read
(3 + α)ε > (6− α)y, (80)
(48− 7α)y > 4(3 + α)ε, (81)
2[3− α(a2 − 1)]y > (3 + α)ε, (82)
For small values of the parameter a2 the second restric-
tion comes from (81) and it holds up to a2 = 15/8−3/α.
Above this value, the boundary is defined by inequality
(82).
Let us note that FP7 is unstable for incompressible
case (Fig. 3a), whereas even small (non-zero) values of
α leads to its stabilization. With an increasing value of
α, the region of IR stability rotates counterclockwise (see
Fig. 4) and finally shrinks down to a boundary line y =
−11ε/2 for the limit value of compressibility parameter
α = 8 (see Fig. 5).
For the remaining fixed point FP8 parameters α and
a2 are restricted by the following conditions
α ∈
(
8
5
,∞
)
, a2 ∈
(
0,min
{
9
8
+
3
α
,
15
8
− 3
α
})
.
(83)
The stability region is always bounded by the inequality
[72− α(8a2 − 1)]y > 8(3 + α)ε. (84)
The second restriction is given by (81) with the opposite
sign of inequality for α < 8 and the regime is stable for
a2 < 15/8 − 3/α. On the other hand, for α > 8, the in-
equality (80) determines the boundary and FP8 is stable
for a2 < 9/8 + 3/α. With an increasing value of parame-
ter α, the region of IR stability rotates counterclockwise.
In the potential limit α→∞ there always exists stability
region whenever a2 < 9/8 is fulfilled. Once a2 > 9/8 the
regime becomes unstable.
It is worth mentioning that we have not found a non-
trivial fixed point that would correspond to a case with
all the nonlinearities being IR relevant. Notwithstand-
ing this observation, activated velocity fluctuations affect
the stability analysis through newly introduced charges
g5, w, a1, and a2. From the practical point of view they
contribute to the Ω matrix (72) with new columns and
rows present. Indeed, a comprehensive numerical anal-
ysis has revealed that they play an essential role in the
fixed points stability.
The same result has been obtained in the case of in-
compressible fluid [13]. We conclude that the presence
of compressibility has a stabilizing effect on the regimes
where nonlinearities are relevant. The regions of IR sta-
bility for these fixed points are shown in Figs. 3-6.
Let us focus on two special cases that correspond to the
Kolmogorov spectrum of the velocity y = 4/3 and Batch-
elor limit y = 2 (smooth velocity field), respectively. We
can see that three fixed points belong to a given value of
scaling parameter y for the real space dimension d = 3
(ε = 1). The regime FP6 is located in a non-physical
region and could not be realized. Further, the analysis is
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FIG. 3: Regions of stability of the fixed points in the
model.
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FIG. 4: Stability regions of the fixed points for a1 =
1
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(b) Stability for α = 8 and a2 ∈ (0, 54 )
FIG. 5: Stability regions of the fixed points for a1 =
1
4 .
focused on the case a1 = 1/4, where the rest of the non-
trivial regime is depicted in Fig. 7. For small values of the
compressibility parameter α both the Kolmogorov regime
and Bachelor limit belong to universality class FP5. As
has been already mentioned this regime corresponds to
a passively advected scalar without self-interaction and
for a small value of a1, a2, α, it still can be stable for real
scaling parameters y, ε. However, for a larger value of α,
the Kolmogorov and Batchelor value happen to lie in the
stability region (Fig. 7) of the novel non-trivial regime
FP7 or FP8.
Nevertheless, we expect that a qualitative picture for
large values of compressibility should remain the same.
In order to properly describe effects of strong compress-
ibility and to better understand non-universal effects for
turbulent mixing one should proceed one step further and
employ a more sophisticated model for compressible ve-
locity fluctuations [53, 57, 58].
V. CRITICAL DIMENSIONS
Existence of an IR attractive fixed point implies exis-
tence of scaling behavior of the Green functions in the
IR range. In this critical scaling all the IR irrelevant
parameters (λ, µ and the coupling constants) are fixed
and the IR relevant parameters (coordinates / momenta,
times / frequencies and the fields) are dilated. In the
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FIG. 6: Stability regions of the fixed points in the
model.
leading IR asymptotic behavior of renormalized Green
functions GR satisfy the RG equation (54) with the sub-
stitution g → g∗ for the full set of the couplings [10, 50].
This directly yields the fundamental RG equation{
Dµ − γ∗λDλ +
∑
ϕ
Nϕγ
∗
ϕ
}
GR = 0, (85)
where for convenience we write Dx ≡ x∂/∂x, γ∗F is the
value of the anomalous dimension at the fixed point, and
the summation over all types of the fields ϕ appearing
in GR is implied. Equations of this type describe the
scaling with dilatation of the variables whose derivatives
enter the differential operator [10, 50].
The canonical scale invariance with respect to mo-
mentum and frequency variable, respectively, can be ex-
pressed by two relations[∑
σ
dkσDσ − dkG
]
GR = 0,
[∑
σ
dωσDσ − dωG
]
GR = 0,
(86)
where σ is the full set of all the arguments of GR, dkσ and
dωσ are canonical dimensions of variable σ with respect
to momentum, and frequency, respectively. In order to
derive proper scaling relation with fixed IR irrelevant pa-
rameters µ and ν one has to combine Eqs. (85) and (86)
in such a way that the derivatives with respect to these
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(a) The Kolmogorov spectrum of velocity y = 4
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.
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15
2 α -
3
8
α
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0
(b) The Batchelor limit y = 2.
FIG. 7: In the plane (α, a2) the area corresponds to the
fixed points for the scaling parameters ε = 1 and
a1 = 1/4.
parameters are eliminated [10, 23]. This yields an equa-
tion of critical IR scaling for the model{
−Dx + ∆tDt + ∆λDλ −
∑
ϕ
Nϕ∆ϕ
}
GR = 0 (87)
with the following notation
∆F = d
k
F + ∆ωd
ω
F + γ
∗
F , ∆ω = −∆t = 2− γ∗λ. (88)
Here, ∆F is the critical dimension of the quantity F ,
while ∆t and ∆ω are the critical dimensions of time and
frequency, and γ∗F is the value of the anomalous dimen-
sion of a quantity F at the fixed point. In our case
we have obtained critical dimensions for parameters and
fields of IR stable fixed points in the following form
• FP1 (Gaussian fixed point)
∆ω = 2, ∆ψ =
d
2
− 1, ∆ψ′ = d
2
+ 1, (89)
∆m = ∆m′ =
d
2
.
• FP5 (passively advected scalar without self-
interaction)
∆ω = 2− y, ∆ψ = 1− ε
2
+
y
2
− 2αy(a1 − 1)
2
3 + α
,
13
∆ψ′ = 3− ε
2
− y
2
+
2αy(a1 − 1)2
3 + α
, (90)
∆m = ∆m′ = 2− ε
2
.
• FP6 (new non-trivial fixed point)
∆ω = 2− y, ∆ψ = 1− ε
2
+
y
2
− 2αy (a1 − 1)
2
3 + α
,
∆ψ′ = 3− ε
2
− y
2
+ 2αy
(a1 − 1)2
3 + α
, (91)
∆m = 2− ε+ 2y − αy 5 + 3(2a1 − 1)
2
2(3 + α)
,
∆m′ = 2− 2y + αy 5 + 3(2a1 − 1)
2
2(3 + α)
.
• FP7 (new non-trivial fixed point)
∆ω = 2− y, ∆ψ = 1− ε
2
+
12− 5α
8(3 + α)
y,
∆ψ′ = 3− ε
2
− 12− 5α
8(3 + α)
y, (92)
∆m = ∆m′ = 2− ε
2
.
• FP8 (new non-trivial fixed point)
∆ω = 2− y, ∆ψ = 1− ε
2
+
12− 5α
8(3 + α)
y,
∆ψ′ = 3− ε
2
− 12− 5α
8(3 + α)
y, (93)
∆m′ = 2− 48− 7α
8(3 + α)
y, ∆m = 2− ε+ 48− 7α
8(3 + α)
y.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have incorporated effects of compressible turbulent
mixing and stirring in model E of critical dynamics. It
has been shown how the field-theoretic formulation of
such model can be constructed. A multiplicative renor-
malizability of the ensuing model has been proven, which
permits us to employ a field-theoretic perturbative renor-
malization group. Altogether 62 nontrivial Feynman di-
agrams have been identified to the leading one-loop ap-
proximation. We have found that depending on the val-
ues of a spatial dimension (d = 4 − ε), a scaling expo-
nent y describing statistics of velocity fluctuations and a
degree of compressibility α, the model exhibits 5 possi-
ble large-scale regimes corresponding to distinct univer-
sality classes. Two of them are already well-known: a
Gaussian or trivial fixed point and a passively advected
scalar without any self-interaction. The remaining three
regimes correspond to novel universality classes for which
non-linearities of model E and turbulent mixing are both
relevant. Critical exponents have been calculated and
they exhibit dependence on d, y and the compressibility
parameter α. We have found that compressibility en-
hances the role of the nonlinear terms in the dynamical
equations. The stability region in the (ε, y) plane, where
new nontrivial regimes are stable is thus getting much
wider as the degree of compressibility increases. As a
result, turbulent mixing becomes more efficient due to
combined effects of the mixing and the nonlinear terms.
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Appendix A: Computation of Feynman diagrams
In order to simplify notation we have used the following
shift
of coupling constants
eSd
(2pi)2
→ e, (A1)
where Sd = 2pi
d
2 /Γ(d/2) is a convenient geometrical fac-
tor, and e ∈ {g1, g23 , g3g5, g25 , w}. In order to avoid any
potential ambiguities we explicitly indicate a symmetry
coefficient of a given Feynman graph in front of its graph-
ical representation. The assessment and direction of ex-
ternal momenta for 1PI diagrams m′ψψ† correspond to
independent momenta p and q displayed in Fig. 2. There
in vertex ψ†ψm′, external momenta p, q flow in through
fields ψ†(p) and ψ(q) , and flow out through m′(−p−q).
The external momenta are chosen in a way, that they
flow only via one internal line at most. Further, for 1PI
diagrams ψ†′ψv external momenta p, q flow in as ψ(p)
and vi(q) and then flow out as ψ
+′(−p− q), and last for
diagrams m′mv external momenta p, q flow in as m(p)
and vi(q) and then flow out as m
′(−p− q).
Let us also note that we give results only for diagrams
that yield nonzero contributions.
=
2λg23
(1 + u)ε
, (A2)
=
λ(a1 − 1)2αw
y
, (A3)
1
2
=
2λg25p
2
dε
, (A4)
1
2
=
(d− 1 + α)λwp2
2dy
, (A5)
=−
[
iΩ
(1 + u)2
+λp2
4−d(u+ 1)
d(1 + u)3
]
g23
ε
,
(A6)
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=
g3g5
ε
[
iΩ
(1 + u)2
− λp2 (d(1 + u)(2 + u)− 4)
d(u+ 1)3
]
, (A7)
= −λ(d− 1 + α)wp
2
2dy
, (A8)
= − (d− 2)λg3g5p
2
2dε
, (A9)
= − (d− 2)λg3g5p
2
2dε
, (A10)
=
(d− 1 + α)λwp2
2dy
, (A11)
= − iλg1g3
3ε
, (A12)
=
iλg1g3
3ε
, (A13)
=
iλg33
(1 + u)2ε
, (A14)
=
−iλ(3 + u)g23g5
2(1 + u)2ε
, (A15)
=
iλg23g5
2(1 + u)ε
, (A16)
= − iλg3αa1a2w
(1 + u)y
, (A17)
=
iλg5g1
3dε
[
(6− d)p2 + (d− 2)q2
+ 4p · q
]
, (A18)
= − iλg5g1
3dε
[
(6− d)p2 + (d− 2)q2
+ 4p · q
]
, (A19)
= iλg5(p
2−q2) [d− 4 + (d− 2)u]g
2
3
d(1 + u)2ε
,
(A20)
=
iλg25g3
ε
[
(6− d+ (2− d)u)q2
2d(1 + u)2
+
(d− 2)p2
2d(1 + u)
+
4p · q
2d(1 + u)2
]
, (A21)
= − iλg
2
5g3
ε
[
(d− 2)q2
2d(1 + u)
+
4p · q
2d(1 + u)2
+
(6− d+ (2− d)u)p2
2d(1 + u)2
]
, (A22)
= (p2 − q2) iλg5αa1(2 + (d− 2)a1)w
2dy
,
(A23)
1
2
=
λg21
9ε
, (A24)
=
2λg21
9ε
, (A25)
=
2λg21
9ε
, (A26)
1
2
=
λg1g
2
3
3(1 + u)ε
, (A27)
= − 2λg1g
2
3
3(1 + u)ε
, (A28)
=
2λg1g
2
3
3(1 + u)2ε
, (A29)
1
2
= − λg1g
2
3
3(1 + u)2ε
, (A30)
=
λg1g3g5
3(1 + u)ε
, (A31)
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= − λg1g3g5
3(1 + u)ε
, (A32)
=
λg1g3g5
3(1 + u)ε
, (A33)
1
2
=
λ(3 + u)g1g3g5
6(1 + u)2ε
, (A34)
= −λ(3 + u)g1g3g5
3(1 + u)2ε
, (A35)
= − λg1g3g5
3(1 + u)ε
, (A36)
1
2
=
λg1g3g5
6(1 + u)ε
, (A37)
=
λ(1 + 2u)g33g5
2u(1 + u)2ε
, (A38)
=
λ(1 + 2u)g33g5
2u(1 + u)2ε
, (A39)
= −λ(2 + u)g
2
3g
2
5
2u(1 + u)2ε
, (A40)
= −λ(2 + u)g
2
3g
2
5
2u(1 + u)2ε
, (A41)
=
λg33g5
2u(1 + u)2ε
, (A42)
=
λg33g5
2u(1 + u)2ε
, (A43)
= − λg
2
3g
2
5
2(1 + u)2ε
, (A44)
= − λg
2
3g
2
5
2(1 + u)2ε
, (A45)
1
2
= −λg1αa
2
1w
6y
, (A46)
= −λg1αa
2
1w
3y
, (A47)
= −λαa
2
1wg3g5
2(1 + u)y
, (A48)
=
λαa21wg3g5
2(1 + u)y
, (A49)
= −iq1 1− da1
3dε
g1, (A50)
= −iq1 1− da1
3dε
g1, (A51)
= ip1
4ug23
d(1 + u)3ε
− iq1 [2− d(1 + u)a1]g
2
3
d(1 + u)3ε
, (A52)
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= −ip1u(5 + u)g3g5
d(1 + u)3ε
− iq1g3g5
2d(1 + u)3ε
[a1d
(
u2 + 4u+ 3
)
− (u2 + 4u+ 7)], (A53)
= ip1
ug3g5
d(1 + u)2ε
− iq1g3g5
2d(1 + u)2ε
× [5 + 3u+ d(u+ 1)(a1 − 1)] , (A54)
= −ip1 4g3g5
d(1 + u)3ε
− iq1 [−2u+ d(1 + u)a2]g3g5
d(1 + u)3ε
, (A55)
= ip1
(1 + 5u)g23
du(1 + u)3ε
− iq1g
2
3
2du(1 + u)3ε
× [1 + 4u+ 7u2−d(1 + 4u+ 3u2)a2],
(A56)
= iq1
[1 + 3u+ d(u+ 1)(a2 − 1)] g23
2du(1 + u)2ε
− ip1 g
2
3
du(1 + u)2ε
, (A57)
= ip1
g3g5
2dε
+ iq1
g3g5
2dε
, (A58)
= ip1
g3g5
2dε
+ iq1
g3g5
2dε
, (A59)
= ip1
g3g5
2dε
+ iq1
g3g5
2dε
, (A60)
= ip1
g3g5
2dε
+ iq1
g3g5
2dε
, (A61)
= −ip1 g3g5
dε
− iq1 g3g5
dε
, (A62)
= −ip1 g3g5
dε
− iq1 g3g5
dε
. (A63)
Appendix B: Anomalous dimensions to the one-loop
order
In this section, we review the explicit expressions for
the anomalous dimension γx, x ∈ {g1, g3, g5, u, w, a1, a2}
of the charges and for the fields x ∈ {ψ,ψ′,v}, respec-
tively. From relations (61)-(65), the following expressions
directly follow
γλ = −γw = 4g
2
3
d(1 + u)3
+
g3g5[d− 4 + du(2 + u)]
d(1 + u)3
+
w(d− 1 + α)
2d
, (B1)
γu = − 4g
2
3
d(1 + u)3
+
w(d− 1 + α)(1− u)
2du
− g3g5[2u
3 − u2(d− 6)− 2u(d− 1) + 2− d]
du(1 + u)3
, (B2)
γg3 = −
4g23
d(1 + u)3
+
g25
du
− w
2
(
1− 1− α
d
− 2a1a2α
1 + u
)
+
g3g5[2(u
3 + 3u2 + 7u+ 1)− d(1 + u)2(1 + 3u)]
2du(1 + u)3
,
(B3)
γg5 =
2g23 [d(2 + 3u+ u
2)− 6− 3u− u2]
d(1 + u)3
+
w
d
[
1− d+ α
(
d− 2
2
+ a1(a1 − 1)(d− 1)
)]
+
g3g5
2du(1 + u)3
[
2(u3 + 3u2 + 9u− 1)
− d(5u3 + 13u2 + 7u− 1)
]
− g
2
5
du
, (B4)
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γg1 =
2g3[d(2 + 3u+ u
2)− 4](g3−g5)
d(1 + u)3
− 6g
2
3g5(g3−g5)
ug1(1 + u)
− 5g1
3
+
w
d
[
1− d+ α
(
d
2
− 1 + da1(2a1 − 1)
)]
,
(B5)
γm = −γm′ = g3g5(d− 2)
2du
− g
2
5
du
, (B6)
γψ = γψ† =
g3(g5 − g3)[d(3 + 4u+ u2)− 4]
2d(1 + u)3
+
w
4d
[
d− 1− α (d(a1 − 1)2 − 1)] , (B7)
γψ′ = γψ†′ =
g3(g5 − g3)[4− d(1 + u)2]
2d(1 + u)3
+
w
4d
[
1− d+ α (d(a1 − 1)2 − 1)] , (B8)
γa1 =
g1(1− da1)
6a1
+ g3g5
d(2 + u)− 4
4(1 + u)2
+ g23
4u(1 + 2a1) + d[1 + u− 2a1u− 2a2(1 + 2u)]
8u(1 + u)2a1
,
+
g3g5
8(1 + u)2a1
[
d(2a2 − 1− u)
+ 2(u− 1) + 2a1[d(2 + u)− 4]
]
, (B9)
γa2 = 0. (B10)
Appendix C: Coordinates of fixed points
In this section we list coordinates of all fixed points
for model E with compressible velocity fluctuations. The
expression ”not fixed” (NF) stands for a situation when
a given fixed point coordinate can not be unambiguously
determined from a solution to RG flow equations (71).
FPFP1FP2 FP3 FP4 FP5 FP6
g1 0
3ε
5
0 3
5
ε 0 0
g3 0 0
√
ε
√
ε 0 0
g5 0 0
√
ε
√
ε 0
√
2ε+ 8[α−3+3a1α(a1−1)]
α+3
y
w 0 0 0 0 8y
3+α
8y
3+α
u NF NF 1 1 1 1
a1 NF
1
4
a2 − 14 5a2 − 94 NF NF
TABLE III: Coordinates of fixed points FP1 up to FP6.
Fixed point’s value of the charge a2 is in general not
fixed, only for FP3 and FP4 there is an aforementioned
relationship between a∗1 and a
∗
2.
Appendix D: Eigenvalues of Ω-matrix
In this section we list all eigenvalues for fixed points
FP FP7 FP8
g1
3
5
[
ε+ α−6
3+α
y
]
3
5
[
ε+ α−6
3+α
y
]
g3 0 0
g5 0
√
2ε+ 7α−48
6+2α
y
w 8y
3+α
8y
3+α
u 1 1
a1
1
4
1
4
TABLE IV: Coordinates of fixed points FP7 and FP8.
from App. C.
FP1 FP2 FP3 FP4 FP5
−ε ε −ε − ε
10
2y 3−α+3a1α(1−a1)
3+α
− ε
2
−y − ε
2
− ε
2
ε
4
2y 3−α+4a1α(1−2a1)
3+α
− ε
− ε
2
− ε
2
ε
4
ε y 3+α−4a1a2α
3+α
− ε
2
− ε
2
2
5
ε ε ε y
0 −y 3ε
2
3ε
2
y
0 0 ε
2
− y ε
2
− y 0
TABLE V: Eigenvalues of matrix Ω (see Eq. (72)) for
IR stable fixed points corresponding to regimes FP1 up
to FP5.
FP6 FP7 FP8
ε+ 4y α−3+3a1α(a1−1)
3+α
y y
2y 3−α+4a1α(1−2a1)
3+α
− ε y y
9−α+6a1α(1−a1)−4a1a2α
3+α
− ε 2
5
(
ε+ y α−6
3+α
)
2
5
(
ε+ y α−6
3+α
)
y ε+ y α−6
3+α
ε+ y α−6
3+α
y 1
8
(
48−7α
3+α
y − 4ε
)
7α−48
4(3+α)
y + ε
0 y − a2αy
3+α
− ε
2
y 72+α−8a2α
8(3+α)
− ε
TABLE VI: Eigenvalues of matrix Ω (see Eq. (72)) for
IR stable fixed points corresponding to regimes FP6 up
to FP8.
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